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From the creators of Fantasy Grounds: "Rangers of the Wilds" is a fast paced roleplaying card game with a new set of characters, tokens and monsters, perfect for local play or online play. This is a new Fantasy
Grounds 6 ready product. Melds seamlessly with Fantasy Grounds, and can be used as a stand-alone game. Based on the Action RPG "Dungeon World" by award-winning independent game developer

Modiphius Entertainment. Players must solve a series of mysterious and deadly encounters to uncover a hidden mythos and a long lost secret. The PC and NPC tokens can be used in any fantasy roleplaying
game, and are fully compatible with Fantasy Grounds and Dungeon World. Requirements Requirements: 1. A free/paid version of our RPG Apps 2..zip archive, unzip and drag the files into the Game Apps folder
3..gwf file, to import the product into Fantasy Grounds 6 or Dungeons & Dragons Online Game App Downloads Note: Many of our products are free to use in your Fantasy Grounds game, are 100% free to use in
your dungeons & dragons online game (free to use the tokens and Monsters), and are fully compatible with the new Fantasy Grounds 6. So check out our free download section to find the game app you need:

What's New/Version History 1.2 2017-03-24 New version released. Fixing some minor issues. 1.1 2016-11-10 New version released. Fixing some minor issues. 1.0 Initial release. Q: What is the best way to
reduce the amount of required keybindings on a game? Some games has a large amount of keybindings (for example I'm playing Agony right now and it has 400 keybindings with combinations like

WASD+1+g, QE+1+Q etc.) Which is the best way to optimize the keybindings? 1) Changing the keybindings to something like WASD+1+g if you press WASD+1+g it does the same as WASD+1+g+1+W 2)
Just holding the number of keybindings down while in a game (like 1+W instead of WASD+1+

Features Key:
5 musical discs by Tribe-Moo, a band composed of men and women pro-sumers who provide the excellent music for the franchise.

Crazy characters, enormous items, engaging action, and the heroines known as Familiars -- girlish characters who each have their own special role in the game.
2,500 characters to produce from. The results can be stunning!

Bring your own stories to life in the campaign mode. How will you meet Lillie and Lily?
Solve the mysteries of Lilia, Edea, Bella and Natasha.

Release date：
November 5, 2015

Ride Start Year：
2017

Ride Concept：
Merryhipe in Cryllite by  Reddit

Ride Logo：
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Ride Creator?

 Cambell Price
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